
 

 

ChromaTrace Version 4.0.25 

Release Notes 

Thank you for your interest in using ChromaTrace Heat Tracing Design Software by Chromalox, Inc.  We 
are continually improving our design tools and would greatly appreciate your feedback.  Please feel free 
to contact our customer service group at https://www.chromalox.com/en/resources-and-
support/support/customer-service or calling 1-800-443-2640.  You can also email your feedback to 
Chromatrace@chromalox.com. 

Pre-requisites: 

To install and run ChromaTrace 4, the following prerequisites are required: 

 Microsoft  .NET Framework 4.5  

The ChromaTrace 4 setup program will automatically check your system for these prerequisites and 
download and install them if necessary. 

Important information for ChromaTrace 3 users: 

 Completely New Application.  ChromaTrace 4 is not an upgrade to ChromaTrace 3, it is a 
completely new application that is separate from ChromaTrace 3.  When you install 
ChromaTrace 4, it does not remove ChromaTrace 3.   
 

 Using ChromaTrace 4 and ChromaTrace 3.  You can continue to use both applications as 
necessary.  You can even run both applications at the same time. 
 

 Latest Product Data.  The latest version of ChromaTrace 3 (2018.3.16.0) is completely up to date 
with current Chromalox product offerings as of the date of the release, however, going forward 
new product updates and software development will only be done in ChromaTrace 
4.  Chromalox highly recommends the download and usage of version 4 to ensure the latest 
product catalog data, new product offerings and most current software features. 
 

 Upgrading ChromaTrace 3 Projects.  Your ChromaTrace 3 projects are NOT automatically 
converted to ChromaTrace 4 projects.  Moving projects from CT3 to CT4 requires the following 
steps: 

o Open the project in CT3, then choose “Export >> Project” from the main menu and save 
your project as a “.ctcx” file. 

o From CT4, choose “Import >> CT3 Project” from the main menu and select the .ctcx file 
that you just exported.   



 

 

Version History 

Version 4.0.25 (October 11, 2018) 

 Chinese translation updates.  Many updates have been made to the translations for the Chinese 
language version. 

 Updates to CWM heater ratings.  Several CWM heaters had their Max Voltage and Max Circuit 
Length values updated to match the latest data sheet. 

 844B and 730B MI cables are no longer available. These cables are no longer available.  There 
are several cables with very similar resistances. 

 Bug Fix: High amperage cold lead "H" missing from MI Tag export. When using the Export >> 
MI Tag Info menu, the resulting file would not include the high amperage cold lead designation. 

 Bug Fix: Erroneous "hot length exceeds max un-jointed length" message. This message would 
be shown for some cables, even if the length was within limits. 

 Bug Fix: MI Tag export file not overwritten. When using the Export >> MI Tag Info menu, if an 
existing filename was chosen, data would be appended instead of overwritten.  It is now 
overwritten. 

Version 4.0.24 (September 17, 2018) 

 Added MI cable length check.  The hot length of an MI cable will now be checked against the 
Max Unjointed Length.  If it exceeds this length, a warning message will be displayed stating that 
the cable will need to manually be split into multiple cable sets. 

 Bug Fix: Imported ChromaTrace 3 projects contain incorrect heatsink adders.  When a 
ChromaTrace 3 project is imported, the heatsink adders for pipes 3” and under are incorrectly 
imported and will be too large. 

 Bug Fix: Using the <Close Project> button repeatedly causes an error.  If <Close Project> button 
on the main menu is clicked on repeatedly, an error message will be displayed. The project is 
saved with the first click, but not on subsequent clicks. 

 Bug Fix: Heatsinks >> Additional Heater Length field only allows integer values.  This field 
shows a single decimal place and should have been accepting the decimal entry. 

 Bug Fix: Heater lengths shown in the BOM are using standard rounding.  For all cut to length 
type heaters, the length shown in the BOM was rounded to the nearest integer.  The length 
should always be rounded UP to the next integer. 

Version 4.0.23 (August 7, 2018) 

 Export BOM to XML file.  A “Bill of Material XML file” option has been added as a choice in the 
Export toolbar menu.  This option will export the project BOM to a file format that can be 
uploaded to the Chromalox eQuote system. 



 

 

  Added high amperage MI cold lead option.  During heater selection, the nominal amperage will 
be checked and if necessary, an optional 35A rated cold lead will be indicated in the MI cable 
tag. 

 Bug Fix: Small Pipe Adapter (SPA) and Universal Tank Mounting bracket (UTM) quantities 
were not correct.  The SPA and UTM adapters were not being allowed for end seals kits that 
required them. 

 Bug Fix: SRF-CT heaters incorrect Chemical Exposure setting.  If the Chemical Exposure was set 
to a value greater than “None”, SRF-CT heaters would not be selected. 

 Bug Fix: Insulation Type and Thickness not changed during Global Copy.  When working with a 
Tank, the Global Copy function would not change either the Insulation Type or Thickness fields. 

Version 4.0.22 (July 12, 2018) 

 Excel import column mapping now saved.  When importing data from Excel, the column field 
mapping will now be saved and reused for the next import. 

 Menu button added to clear column mapping.  Added menu button to clear the column field 
mapping when using the Import from Excel/CSV window. 

 Bug Fix:  Error when saving projects. For Windows installations that use the comma character 
as the decimal separator, an error would occur when attempting to save the project.  

 Bug Fix:  Heat sink quantities not shown after import.  After importing Line data from Excel, the 
imported Heat Sink quantities would not be shown.  The data was imported correctly and used 
in calculated results, but the display would not refresh properly. 

Version 4.0.21 (July 5, 2018) 

 Updates to “Steel” pipe schedule.  Added 1/8”, 1/4” and 3/8” nominal diameters to the Steel 
pipe schedule. 

 Bug Fix:  SRF10 incorrect P/N’s. Corrected the P/N’s for the SRF10 heaters that were newly 
added in the previous release. 

 Bug Fix:  Tank Slab support allowed non-zero heated area.  For tanks that utilize a “Slab” type 
bottom support, the Heated Area field is now always set to zero and disabled.   

Version 4.0.19 (June 11, 2018) 

 Added Ductile Iron pipe schedule.  The OD of ductile iron (cast iron) pipe is slightly larger than 
the equivalent diameter steel pipe, which results in a slightly higher heat loss.  To ensure 
accurate heater selection, a dedicated pipe schedule was added. 

 Added SRF10 heaters. The following heaters where added the SRF heater family: 
o SRF10-1CR, SRF10-1CT, SRF10-2CR and SRF10-2CT 



 

 

 Removed all “-C” self-regulating heaters. All self-regulating heaters that utilized a bare, tinned 
copper braid outer jacket have been removed.  Any designs that previously used these heaters 
will automatically be switched to either -CR or -CT heaters, which will provide improved 
mechanical and corrosion resistance properties. 

 Bug fix: Min Controlled Temp below Maintain Temp.  In some cases where the heater power 
output and the heat loss were very close to one another, the calculated Min Controlled Temp 
could be slightly below the Maintain Temp.  This has been corrected.  No other calculated 
temperatures were affected. 

Version 4.0.18 (May 23, 2018, initial release) 

 Microsoft SQL Server (MSQL) No Longer Required.  In previous versions of ChromaTrace, your 
project data was stored in a SQL Server database and this required a light weight version of SQL 
Server to be installed on each machine.  Depending on an organization’s network security 
policies, this was not always possible.  ChromaTrace 4 no longer uses SQL Server to store your 
heat tracing project data. 

 Separate File for Each Heat Trace Project.  In previous versions of ChromaTrace, all of your 
projects were stored in a single database that could only be located on your machine.  
ChromaTrace 4 stores each heat trace project in its own file (much like Word or Excel).  You can 
locate this file just about anywhere on your machine or any network file share where you have 
read/write privileges. 

 Improved Project Load Speed.  ChromaTrace 4 loads projects approximately 10x faster than 
ChromaTrace 3. 

 Easy Access to BOM and Detail Reports.  The Bill of Material and Detail Reports for an individual 
Line or Tank are now available by right clicking on the item in the treeview and selecting the 
report from the context menu. 

 Revised Screen Layout.  The data entry section for a Line or a Tank has been restructured such 
that the data is now displayed in 4 tabbed sections instead of 9 expanding sections.  This means 
fewer mouse clicks are needed when editing multiple data points.  

 Traditional Treeview Replaces Outlook Style Navigation.  Lines and Tanks are now shown using 
a traditional treeview structure instead of the Outlook style category navigation.  This allows 
more project elements to be visible at a glance and faster selection; fewer mouse clicks. 

 Excel Style WYSIWYG Filter and Export.  When exporting project data or creating a filter for 
reports, the project data is now displayed in an Excel-like window and you can visually quick 
select filter criteria for each column.  In addition to the filter capability, if exporting data, you 
can also move, hide or show columns.  The column arrangement will be respected in the final 
export output.  Filter and layout settings can also be saved for re-use.  

 Reports Accessible From Main Menu.  All reports are available from the “Reports” tab of the 
main menu.  Fewer mouse clicks are required to run a report.  Also, reports are now displayed in 
a separate, re-sizeable window. 



 

 

Known issues: 

 Control Panel Configuration is Not Included.  In previous versions of ChromaTrace, you could 
create and configure standard Chromalox control panels.  Because of recent upgrades to the 
options available for these standard control panels, ChromaTrace 4 does not yet include the 
panel configuration section.  Please note, that when importing ChromaTrace 3 projects, the 
entire “Panels” section will be ignored. We will be including an upgraded Panel configuration 
section in a future release of ChromaTrace 4. 

 ChromaTrace 3 Help File Still Used.  The help file provided with ChromaTrace 4 is still based on 
ChromaTrace 3.  Much of the technical content is still applicable, however the screen shots are 
no longer accurate.  We will be updating the help file in a future ChromaTrace 4 release. 

 Foreign Language Translations Not Yet Complete.  Because of the many changes to the user 
interface, the translations to additional languages are incomplete.  These will be updated in a 
future ChromaTrace 4 release. 
 


